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An [a,/3)-normal poset with (a,/3)-logarithmic concave Whitney numbers is a normal poset 
with logarithmic oncave Whitney numbers, with the additional condition that, without men- 
tioning trivial cases, in the definitional inequalities for normality and logarithmic oncavity 
equality can only hold in the exceptional intervals [a,/3) or (a,/3), respectively. A theorem is 
proved, where some conditions for the posets P and Q are given such that P x Q is an 
[a,/3)-normal poset with (a,/3)-logarithmic concave Whitney numbers. Some corollaries are 
deduced from which the strong h-family property of many posets can be obtained. 
I. Introduction 
We use the notations and definitions from Part I. If P and Q are posets, then 
the (direct) product P x Q is the poset defined on P x Q (Cartesian product of 
sets), ordered componentwise, i.e., 
(xl, yl)p~o(x2, Y2) iff xl~x2 and yl~<Y2. 
O 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let P be an [al, ~31)-normal poser with (0~2, ~32)-logarithmic concave 
(and symmetric) Whitney numbers and let O<t~l~<r(P), O~</31<r(P), O~<ot2~< 
r(P), 0 ~</32 ~< r(P). Further, let Q be a strong normal poser with logarithmic oncave 
(and symmetric) Whitney numbers. Then P× Q is a [(r, ,r)-normal poser with 
((r, "r)-logarithmic oncave (and symmetric) Whitney numbers, where 
tr := r(P) and z := r(Q) if r(P)~r(Q), 
and 
tr:=r(Q)+min{oq, ot2} and 1":=max{/31,/32} if r(P)>r(Q). 
In the case when we only have normal posets and logarithmic oncave Whitney 
numbers the theorem was proved by Harper [6], Hsieh and Kleitman [7]. In the 
following we shall prove this theorem and give some corollaries, which have, in 
connection with Corollaries 6 and 7 of Part I, interesting applications. 
* Part I in Discrete Math. 47 (1983) pp. 229-234. 
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2. la~tOOt O| the statement about the Whitney numbers 
For the sake of brevity we 
]' := r(P), g := r(Q) and 
:=[Wk(P), ke[O, f], 
ak 
(o  otherwise, 
set a := min{al, az}, /3:-- max{/31,/3Z}, 
bk:_{Wk(O), ke[0,  g], 
otherwise, 
IWk(P×Q) ,  k ~[0, f+g] ,  
ek 
: = (0 otherwise. 
One can easily show (see [1, p. 282]) that 
a~av>a~_xao+ ~ for any m,p with 0~m<p+l~[+l  
and m or pC(a,/3), 
a~av<a~_~ap+x for any m, pwi thO~p+l<m<~f+l  
and m-1  or p+l¢(a , /3 ) ,  
and further that 
bmbp ~ b",_lbo+l 
bmbp ~ bm-lbo+l 
Evidently, 
k 
ek = ~ a~bk_,, 
ra=0 
for any m, p with m ~< p + 1, 
for any m, p with m ~ p + 1. 
(k ~ [0, f+ g]), 
~1) 
(2) 
On account of the result of Harper [6], Hsieh and Kleitman [7] we only have to 
2> i.e., show that ek ek-xek+x, 
k k - I  k+ l  
~, a,.bk-~avbk-p> ~. Z a~bk-,--lavbk-.+i, (3) 
m,p=O m~O p=O 
if k~(0, f+g) \ ( f ,  g) in the case f~g,  
k ~ (0, f+  g)\(g + a,/3) in the case f> g. 
From (1) and (2) we obtain 
(a~ao - a~_ la~+ l)(bk_pb~_,.  - bk -p - lbk - , .+  l) >I 0, 
ambk-mapbk-p + a~_l/:h,-m+lap+ibk_p-i 
>1 a~bk_,,, + l avbk_p_ 1 + a~_ lbk_,,av+ l b~,_ o. (4) 
Because of (2) and the definition of ak, bk and ek, equality does not hold in the 
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cases f ~< g and f > g, if 
O<k<-f, 
and 
m=O,p=k, g~<k<f+g,  m=k-g ,p=f  
0<k~<g,  m=0,  p=k,  
/3~k <f, m=p=k, 
respectively. 
If (4) is summed over m, p = -1  . . . . .  k + 1 and then divided by 2, we obtain (3) 
since we have a proper inequality in at least one item. 
It is easy to show that the Whitney numbers of P × Q are symmetric, if the 
Whitney numbers of P and Q are so. 
g<k~<g+a,  m=p=k-g ,  
f<~k<f+g, m=k--g, p=f, 
3. Proof of the statement about normality 
Again, because of the result of Harper [6], Hsieh and Kleitman [7], we only 
have to show that, for k ~ [0 , /+  g)\[f, g) or k e [0, [+  g)\[g + a,/3) in the cases 
f ~< g and f > g, respectively, 
Iml IR(A)I 
Wk(PxQ) <Wk+l(PxQ) ' 
or, equivalently, 
IAI + [Nk+I(PXQ)\R(A)I<I, O~ A =Nk(PXQ). (5) 
Wk(P×Q)  Wk+l(PXO)  
Let ~ be an [al,/31)-regular covering of P by chains and ~) a strong regular 
covering of Q by chains (Theorem 1, Part I!). Furthermore, let B :=Nk÷l (Px  
Q)\R(A), G:= A tA B, h(x) := W,,, W, J W,:, with x = (Xl, x2) and the abbreviations 
Wx, for Wrtx,)(P), etc. If we sum h(x) in two different ways over all pairs 
(C×D,x), where C~,D~ and x~CxDfqG,  we obtain 
y. x(x)l~ll~l E Y. ~ x(x), 
x =( . . . .  2)eG Wxl  Wx~ ca~ Oa~ x =( . . . .  ~)EGOCxD 
IAl ~ Ial ----!-- I  Y. Y. Sc.o, (6) 
Wk(PxQ) Wk+l(PXQ) I~11~1¢~o~ 
where 
wx, w~ E w,,w,~ 
Sc.D := ~ Wk(P× Q) + Wk+I(P× Q)" (7) 
x = (xl,xz)~A NCxD x =(xl,xz)aBt"ICxD 
In the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [6] it is shown that SC.D<-I for all Ca~ and 
D ~ ~.  Now, on account of (5) and (6), it is sufficient o show that Sc, o < 1 for 
some C ~ ff and D ~ ~). First we'll prove the following lemma. 
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1.emma 2. There exist C ~ ~ and D ~ ~ such that 
CxDNA~C×DNN~(PxO)  and 
Cx  D ~B = C×D f'lN~+l(P x O). 
l~t~t.  Because of O¢A=Nk(P×O.) ,  there exist (xl, y0 and (xz, y2) with 
(xl, y0~A and (x2, y2)~Nk(P×O)\A. We now construct a chain in the neigh- 
bour graph G~(P × O) with endpoints (Xl, yt) and (x2, Y9 (note that this is a chain 
in a graph and not in a poset). Let Q = (c~ <. . .  <~ c~) and D~ = (d~ <~.-- <~ d~) be 
chains of ~ and ~ containing x~ and y~, respectively, (i = 1, 2). If we put ~ := r(x0, 
then k - ~ = r(y~), c~ = x~ and d~,_~ =y~ (i = 1, 2). For the construction we use two 
remarks. 
Remark 1. There exists a chain between (c, i. d~,_~) and (co ~, i dk_,) in Gk(P×Q).  
If u<v, we can take the chain [(c~,dk_,), i ~ ~ (Cu+l~ • . . (Cu+l ,  dk-u), dk-u-1), 
(c~, dLo)].  
Remark 2. For every u ~ [0, f ) \ [a l , /30,  with k -u  el0, g], there exists a chain 
between (c~,dk_~) and (c~,dk_,) in Gk(PxQ) ,  because G,(P) is connecte, d 
(Theorem 1, Part I) and we can always choose d~,_, as the second component. 
For every v ~ [0, g), with k -v  e [0, f], there exists a chain between (ck-~, d~) 
and (c~_~, d2~), because G~(O) is connected (Theorem 1, Part I) and as the first 
component we can always choose Ck- v. 
l [~m| o| ~ma 2 (continued) 
(a) Case/>g 
(i) ke[0,  g). Chain [(xl, y0 . . . .  x 1 , (c0, d~) . . . .  , (Co ~, d~) . . . . .  (Co ~, d~) . . . .  , 
(x2, y2)]. 
(ii) k ~ [g, g + a). Chain [(xl, YI) . . . . .  (c~_g, d~) . . . .  , (c~_g, d~) . . . . .  
2 1 2 2 
(Ok- -g+1,  r ig - l )  . . . .  , (x2 ,  , (ck-~+~, dg-0  . . . .  Y2)]- 
(iii) k~[/3, f). Chain [(xl, y0 . . . .  x x .. , .. ,(ck, do), . (c~,d~),  . , ( c~,d~)  . . . . .  (x2, y2)]. 
(iv) k ~ If, [+  g -  1). Chain [(xx, Y0, (C~_I ,  1 dk-t+0, (c~-~, ~ . . . . . . . .  dk - r+O . . . . .  
(4-. dk- r+O . . . . .  (x2, Y2)]- 
(v) k = f+ g -  1. Chain [(x~, Y0, . . . . . . . . . . . .  (c]_1, d~), (c~-1, d~), (c~, dg-0,1 
. . . .  d~-0  . . . .  , (x2, Y2)]. 
(b) Case f~g 
We can take the chains of (i), (iv), and (v) in (a). 
We say that (xs, Y3) lies before (x4, Y4) on such a constructed chain, ff (x3, Ys) 
lies between (Xl, Y0 and (x4, Y4) on this chain. We denote this by (xs, y3)< (X4, Y4). 
Let (~2, rh) be the first element on such a chain lying in Nk(PxQ) \A .  
Evidently, (Xl, Y0< (~2, v12)~ < (x2, Yz)- Furthermore, let (~1, rh) and (~o, rio) be the 
predecessors of (~2,~i2) and (~l, rh), respectively, on this chain. Obviously, 
(~o, rlo)~A, (~0, rlo)<(~l, rh), i.e., (~I,~qOaR(A), (~ ,Th)dB and (~2,'rh)< 
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(51, "01), i.e., 52=51 and "02<~"0~ or 52"~5~ and ~2="01. In the following we shall 
give chains C ~ ~ and D ~ ~,  containing 5~, 52 and "01, rh, respectively. At this 
one has to remark that ~ is an [al,/3x)-regular covering of P and ~3 a strong 
regular covering of O by chains. Then we have 
(52, "02)~ Cx  D rlNa(Px Q) (but (52, "02)~ Cx  D f"IA), 
and 
(Sx, "01)eCxDNNk+l(PxO) (but (51, nz)~CxDf"lB),  
and we have completed the proof of the lemma. 
(a) Case f> g 
(al) k e [0, g). 
(i) (xl, Yl)< (52, "0z)~ < (c~, d~). We choose C := C1, D := D1. 
(ii) (c~,d~)<(52,'0z)<~(c2, d~). We choose Ce~ with 51,5zeC (note that 
r(52) : 0 "~ or1), and D : = D 1. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(a2) 
(i) 
(ii) 
r(~2) = k - g < a), and D : = D~. 
(iii) (c2_g, d~)< (52, 2 1 rt2)<~ (ck-g+l, dg-1). We choose C := C2, D := D1. 
(iv) 2 d~-0<(~z,  rl2)< 2 2 d~-0. (Ck-g+~, (C~,_g+x, We choose C := (?2 and D ~ ~3 
with "01, "02 ~ D. 
(v) (Ck--g+l, d2-1) "~ (52, "02) -~ (x2, Y2). We choose C: = Cz, D := D2. 
All the other cases can be treated analogously, if one considers the cases in the 
construction of the chains above. []  
(c 2, d~)< (52, "0a)~ < (Co 2, d2). We choose C := C2 and D~ with "01, "02 ~ D. 
(Co 2, d~)< (52, n2)~ (x2, Y2). We choose C := (?2, D := D2. 
k~[g ,g+a) .  
(Xl, Yl)< (~J2, r12)< (c~_g, dl). We choose C := C1, D := Dx. 
(c~,_g, d~)< (52, "02)< (c~_~, d x). We choose C ~ ~ with 51, 52 ~ C (note that 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). We shall show that for the chains C~ and 
D ~ ~ with the properties of Lemma 2 the proper inequality Sc.o < 1 holds. Then 
we have completed the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let C : = (Co <~" • • <~ c-c), D : = (do <~" • • "~ d~) and 
Then 
FCk :={i:i ~[0, f]  and k - i ~[0, g]}. (8) 
U_ {(q, dk-i)} = Nk(P × Q) fq C x D holds. 
ieNk 
Further, let ft, :={i: (q, dk_i)~A} and /3 :={i: (q, dk+l-i)~B}. Since we have 
chosen C and D as in Lemma 2, 
.4oN k and /3=Nk+z. (9) 
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Let a~, b~, e~ be defined as in Section 2. On account of (7), 
SC.D = ~, a~bk_,+ ~ a~bk+l-, (10) 
i~A ek i~  ek+l 
If Ax = ¢ we have, on account of (9), 
SC, O = Z albk+l- i< Z aibk+l-i= 1. 
i~B ek+l icNk+a ek+l 
Hence, we can suppose ¢ ~/~ c/Vk. Let A be partitioned in connected blocks, i.e., 
let fi, ={io, io+1 . . . . .  Jo, il, i1+1 . . . . .  ]1, • • •,/,,/~+1 . . . . .  j~}, t>~O and ira+l--/m 
2 (m ~ [0, t - 1]). It follows that 
SC, D = t ~ a, bk_, ~_ ~, a~bk +~-, (11) 
m=O n=i~ ek ieB ek+1 
If i ~ A, then i and i + 1 are not contained in/~ (note that B N R(A)  = ~). Hence, . 
{io . . . . .  io, io+1, i~ . . . .  , /1,ix+ 1 . . . . .  /~ . . . . .  1,, 1, + 1} n/~ =O- (12) 
Next, we'll show that 
ion0 and k- io~g,  or ]0~f  and k - ]0~0.  (13)" 
On account of (9) there exists an ie f f lk \A.  If io<i, then ]o<i because of the 
blockpartition of ,A. Now from (8) follows ]o<i<~f and k- io>k- i>~O.  If io>i, 
then because of (8) we have 0~<i<io and k- io<k- i<~g and (13) is verified. 
From Lemma 3, which we state and prove in the following, we obtain, under 
consideration of (13), 
• . /o  +1 Q"nOk--n< Z anbk+l-n, (14) 
n =io ek n =io ek+l 
and in the proof of Theorem 4.10. in [6] it is shown that 
a~bk_,< ~ a, bk+x_, (me[0,  t]). (15) 
n=i~ ek n=i,. ek+l 
From (11), (12), (14) and (15) we obtain 
aibk+l-i 
SC.D < 2., 
i=0 ek+l  
Therefore, it remains to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let Sk ( u, v) : = ~=,  aibk-i and let u, v ~ 1Vk, u ~ v. I f  u ~ 0 and k - u # g, 
or v ¢ f and k - v ~ O, then 
Sk(u, v) Sk.~(u, v + 1) 
S~(0, ~o) Sk+z(0, ~) 
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Proot. We have 
Sk(u, v) Sk(u, v) Sk(u, v + 1) 
Sk(u, oo) Sk(u,v+ l) Sk(u,v+2) 
and Sk(u, v)=Sk(u, v) Sk(u, ~) Sk(u- 1, ~) Sk(1, ~) 
(16) Sk(0, oo) Sk(u, oo) Sk(u-- l ,  oo) Sk(u--2, oo) Sk(0, oo) 
After writing Sk+l(u, v + 1)]Sk+l(0 , oo) as a telescoping product too, it is obviously 
sufficient o show that 
Sk(u, w)  <Sk+l(u, w+l) 
Sk(u,w+l)  Sk+l(U,W+2) fora l l  w>~v, (17) 
Sk(W, ~) <~ Sk÷I(W, ~) 
Sk(w---Z 1,,-oo) Sk+l(W - 1, oo) for all l~<w~<u, (18) 
and that we have at least for one w with w>~v or l<~w<<-u in (17) or (18) a 
proper inequality. The inequality (17) is equivalent o 
t [(ai+law+l - aiaw+2)bk-ibk-w_l] + auaw+lbk+l_ubk_w_l ~ 0, (19) 
i=U 
and (18) is equivalent o 
t (bk_i+lbk_w+l -- bk_ibk_w+2)alaw_l] + aw_lO.t+lbk_w+ 1 bk_ t 90,  (20) 
where {~ ' O<~k <f  ' t :=  f<~k<f+g.  
Inequality holds in (19) and (20) because of (1) and (2). 
In Table 1 we'll give for all cases such a w for which a proper inequality holds 
Table 1 
/,g u,k-u k w 
f~g  u=0or  k-u=g k~[0,f) 
k ~[g,f+g) 
u~O and k-u~g k ~[0,f) 
k~[g,f+g) 
/>g  u=Oork-u=g 
u~O~dk-u~g 
k ~[0, g) 
k ~ [g, min{g + tx, f}) 
k E [max{g, ~}, f) 
k ~f , f+g) 
w:=k-1(19) 
w:=f -1  (19) 
w :=1 (20) 
w:=k-g+1(20) 
w:=k-1  (19) 
w:=k-1  (19) 
w:=k-1 (19) 
w :=f -  1 (19) 
k E I0, g) w : = 1 (20) 
k~[g, f+g)  w:=k-g+l  (20) 
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in (19) or (20) (the corresponding inequality is given in brackets). At this one has 
to pay attention to (1) and the fact that ak =0 and ak~0 for k¢[0 , f ]  and 
k ~ [0, f], respectively, and the analogue for bk. 
Only as an example we'll show that we can choose w := k -  1 in the case 
f> g, u = 0 or k -u  =g,  k ~ [g, min{g + a, f}) to obtain a proper inequality in (19). 
On account of the supposition of the lemma, k - v > 0, i.e., w = k - 1 ~> v. Because 
of u ~/Vk, we have k - u ~ [0, g]. If u = 0, then k ~ [13, g] N [g, min{g + a, f}), i.e., 
k -u=k=g.  Hence, k -u=g always. In (19) we have (a,+la~+l--  
a~a~+2)bk_~bk_w_l>0. Namely, from (1) we obtain a ,+ la~+l -a ,a~+2>0,  if we 
put m:=u+l  and p :=w+l ,  since O<~u+l<~w+l<w+2=p+l=k+l<~f  
and m = u + 1 = k - g + 1 ~< o~, i.e., m ¢ (o~,/3). The other factors are both greater 
than zero too, since k -u  =g and k -w-1  = 0. [] 
4. Applications of Theorem 1 
CorolhuT 4. If 01 . . . .  , Q. (n I>2) are strong normal posers with logarithmic 
concave (and symmetric) Whitney numbers and if r (Q1)~ <- -  .~<r(O.), then 
P:=I-I~=I Q~ is an [a, ~3)-normal poset with (a, ~3)-logarithmic concave Whitne~ 
numbers and has, for h~[max{1, /3 -a+l} ,  r(P)], the strong h-family property, 
where a :=~-~ r(Oi) and /3 := r(O.). 
Proof. Considering Corollary 6, Part I we only have to prove the statement about 
normality and logarithmic concavity. We proceed by induction over n. Let 
ql := r(Qi) and Pl :=X•=I qk (i ~[1, n]). The case n = 2 we obtain from Theorem 1 
by taking a l  := /32 := ql and a2 := /31:= 0. In the step n - l~n we take 
or1 := a2 :=Pn-2  and/31: =/32: = qn-1 and apply Theorem 1 for P= (1-Ii'%-~ Qi) × Qn- 
In the case P.-1 ~<q. we are ready immediately, otherwise we 'obtain at first the 
exceptional intervals [q. + P.-2, P.-1) and (q. + P.-2, q.-1). But these intervals are 
empty and we can replace them by the other empty intervals [P.-1, q.) and 
(P.-1, q.), respectively. []  
Remark 3. In the special case that the posets Q~ are chains (0<~...<~q~) 
(i ~[1, n]), Clements [2] and Katerinofikina [8] (qx . . . . .  q,) proved the strong 
1-family property by another method. This result follows now immediately from 
Corollary 4 since chains are strong normal posets with logarithmic concave 
Whitney numbers. More precisely, one can easily prove that such a chain product 
does not have the strong h-family property, if h~[1,  r( Q , ) -  ~.~-_-~ r(Qi)]. This 
shows that our Theorem 1 is, in a sense, the best possible. 
Remark 4. From the proof of Corollary 4 one can see the possibility that l-I~'= x Q, 
is strong normal but l-Lk= 1 O~ is not for some k ~ [1, n). This is the main reason for 
introducing the/ -normal i ty  and not only the strong normality etc. 
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We can obtain from Theorem 1 the following corollary. 
Corolim3' 5. If Qt . . . . .  Q. (n I> 2) are strong normal posers with strong logarithmic 
concave (and symmetric) Whitney numbers, then P:= I-['~= ~ Q~ is a strong normal 
poser with strong logarithmic oncave (and symmetric) Whitney numbers and has 
the strong h-family property. 
We can apply this corollary to many posets P. 
(a) P is the product of posets of the form given in Fig. 1. 
(/q = 1 for all i is the Boolean case). 
(b) P is a modular geometric lattice (see [6] and [1, p. 122f]). 
(c) P is the poset of subparallelepipeds of the parallelepiped ordered by 
inclusion (a subparallelepiped of the parallelepiped 
Ek ...... ~ := {(oq . . . .  , a , ) :0~oq ~/q- - 1, i~[1, n]} 
is a set T:={(3q . . . . .  3',) : 3'i e/~, ie[1,  n]}, where/~ is a subinterval of [0,/q.- 1]. 
One can show that P is the product of posets of the type given in Fig. 2, which 
are isomorphic to a 'half' of a product of two chains with the same length. 
(d) P is the product of some special suborders of the Boolean lattice, which was 
investigated by Griggs [5]. Here the strong 1-family property was proved only in a 
more special case. 
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